
MATH MCS MYP UNIT PLANNER

Teacher(s) Schumacher and Hull Subject group and discipline Honors Geometry

Unit title Unit 5 Geometric and Algebraic Connections MYP year 5 Unit duration (hrs) 12  (5 weeks)

Inquiry: Establishing the purpose of the unit

Key concept Related concept(s) Global context

Relationships Model
Scientific and Technical Innovation - Systems, models,
methods; products, processes and solutions

Statement of inquiry

Relationships are used to identify and understand connections within scientific and technical innovation through real-world modeling.

Inquiry questions

Factual—

How are parallel and perpendicular lines defined in regards to slope?

What are the steps to compute the perimeter?

How is line portioning computed?

What are the criteria that define a shape in the coordinate plane?

Conceptual —

What are the steps to derive the equation of a circle given a center and radius using Pythagorean Theorem?

How do you complete the square to find the center and radius of a circle given by an equation?

How can density be used in conjunction with area and volume to model situations?

What are the steps to use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically?

Where do geometric models fit into the design problem process?

Debatable—
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Are all design problems able to be solved using modelling with geometric shapes?

MYP Objectives Assessments

MYP Assessment - Rubric A ● Circle Equation, Distance/Midpoint MYP A CFA
● Math Modeling Unit Test

Students will model/represent relationships on the coordinate plane using equations.

Approaches to learning (ATL)

● Practice observing carefully in order to recognize problems
● Combine knowledge, understanding, and skills to create products or solutions.

Action: Teaching and learning through inquiry

Content Standards

Translate between the geometric description and the equation for a conic section
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1 Derive the equation of a circle of given center and radius using the Pythagorean Theorem; complete the square to find the center and radius of a circle
given by an equation.

Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.4 Use coordinates to prove simple geometric theorems algebraically. For example, prove or disprove that a figure defined by four given points in the
coordinate plane is a rectangle; prove or disprove that the point (1, √3) lies on the circle centered at the origin and containing the point (0,2). (Focus on quadrilaterals, right
triangles, and circles.)
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.5 Prove the slope criteria for parallel and perpendicular lines and use them to solve geometric problems (e.g., find the equation of a line parallel or
perpendicular to a given line that passes through a given point).
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.6 Find the point on a directed line segment between two given points that partitions the segment in a given ratio.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.7 Use coordinates to compute perimeters of polygons and areas of triangles and rectangles, e.g., using the distance formula.

Apply geometric concepts in modeling situations
MGSE9-12.G.MG.1 Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder)
MGSE9-12.G.MG.2 Apply concepts of density based on area and volume in modeling situations (e.g., persons per square mile, BTUs per cubic foot)
MGSE9-12.G.MG.3 Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e.g., designing an object or structure to satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with
typographic grid systems based on ratios).

Learning Activities and Experiences
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Topic Resource Content Covered Standards Addressed

Equations of Circles

9-3 Circles in the Coordinate Plane
Pearson enVision pg. 400 – 405

● Review completing the square as a problem solving
tool

● Write the equation for a circle given the graph of the
circle or given the center and radius of the circle.

● Graph a circle from its equation.

MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1, GPE.4

Algebraic Proof (DOE)
● Using coordinates to prove simple geometric

theorems algebraically.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.4

Radio Station Listening Areas (DOE)
● Real-world applications of writing the equation of a

circle.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Graphing Circles on a Graphing Calculator (DOE) ● Using technology to graph a circle. MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Completing the Square in a Circle? (DOE)
● Completing the square to find the center and radius

of a given circle.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Deriving the General Equation of a Circle (DOE) ● Generalizing the formula for the equation of a circle. MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Converting Standard Form to General Form (DOE)
● Algebraic manipulations necessary to change an

equation from standard form to general form.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Equations of Circles I (DOE)
● Translate between geometric features of a circle and

its equation.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Equations of Circles II (DOE)
● Translate between a circle’s equation and its

geometric features.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.1

Additional Resources:

Coordinate Geometry

9- 1 Polygons in the Coordinate Plane
Pearson enVision pg. 385 – 391

Analyzing the Pentagon (DOE)
Geometric Properties on the Plane Task
Square (DOE)

● Use coordinate geometry to classify triangles and
quadrilaterals on the coordinate plane.

● Solve problems involving triangles and polygons on
the coordinate plane.

MGSE9-12.G.GPE.4
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.7

3-Act Task: You Be the Judge
Pearson enVision pg. 392

9-2 Proofs Using Coordinate Geometry
Pearson enVision pg. 393 – 399

● Plan a method of proof using coordinate geometry.
● Prove theorems using algebra and the coordinate

plane.
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.7

Parallel and Perpendicular Lines / Slopes
● Prove the slope criteria for parallel and perpendicular

lines and use them to solve geometric problems
MGSE9-12.G.GPE.5

Euler’s Village (DOE)
● Find the point on a directed line segment between

two given points that partitions the segment in a
given ratio

MGSE9-12.G.GPE.6
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Additional Resources:
● Proving Quadrilaterals in the Coordinate Plane (DOE)
● Geometric Properties in the Plane (DOE)

Geometric Modeling

Rolling Cups (DOE)
● Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their

properties to describe objects
MGSE9-12.G.MG.1

CCSS-CTE Task - Miniature Golf -
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/5584495654

CCSS-CTE Task - Fences -
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/5584495620

Ice Cream cone task -
https://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/content-standar
ds/tasks/414

● Apply geometric methods to solve design problems MGSE9-12.G.MG.3

Displacement, Density & Fruit Boxes -
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/4740206506

Density notes and worksheet -
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/4740206491

● Apply concepts of density based on area and volume
in modeling situations

MGSE9-12.G.MG.2

Additional Resources:

Personalized Learning and Differentiation

Teachers differentiate by providing examples (work samples or task-specific clarifications of assessment criteria); structuring support (advance organizers, flexible grouping, peer
relationships); establishing flexible deadlines, and adjusting the pace.

-SWD/504- Accommodations provided
-ELL- Five Principle ELL Curriculum Framework and Vocabulary Supports
-Intervention Support- Re-teaching Activities in Small Groups with Progress Monitoring
-Extensions- Enrichment Tasks and Projects

Resources

Pearson enVision Textbook and online resource

GA DOE Unit 5 Resources
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